
VISUALIZE YOUR OPPORTUNITY
OVERVIEW

Sharing your progress and getting feedback is an important step in your opportunity journey. 

Using the Opportunity Report, you can more effectively tell your story, get input and evolve 

your thinking before moving to the next phase of crafting your strategy. 

STEPS

1. Bring all the materials from the Opportunity phase: Growth Initiative Brief, observation mate-

rial, results from insights workshop, resource and ecosystem insights, user journey map and 

Breakthrough Question. Print out the Opportunity Report template, or download it from our 

site (www.theartopportunity.net).

2. Work through each phase to tell the story of discovering your opportunity. For each step, you 

will want to communicate four elements: method, findings, insights, and decisions made. 

Work your way through the process of how you arrived at this opportunity.

 ∙  What did you do to gain an understanding of your customer  

and noncustomer?

 ∙  How did you identifying barriers to consumption and hurdles  

to satisfaction? 

 ∙  Where did you look for your opportunity? How did you make observations and what did 

you do to make sense of them?

3. What was your process to understand your firm, its assets, resources and capabilities, and 

what did you find?

4. Describe how all of your discoveries led to the framing of your Growth Initiative Brief. Finish 

the Opportunity Report by entering your Breakthrough Question.

5. As a team, brainstorm how you can best tell your story. Use storytelling and visual frameworks 

within the elements of the Opportunity Report. See the book for ideas and suggestions on 

storytelling and visual frameworks. Don’t feel constrained by the template. You don’t have to 

“stay within the lines.” What’s important is clearly relating where you went on your opportunity 

journey and how you arrived at your Breakthrough Question. 

 Additional activity resources and templates can be found at: www.theartofopportunity.net.

TIME NEEDED

3–4 hours or more

MATERIALS

Markers, sticky notes, whiteboard, Growth 

Initiative Brief, and ALL prior activity 

material and output

SOURCE: The Art of Opportunity authors

ACTIVITY


